ABSTRACT With the development of Internet applications, anonymous communication technology plays a very significant role in protecting personal privacy. As one of the most popular anonymous communication systems, I2P provides strong anonymity through its encryption and communication schemes. However, I2P does not consider the users' preferences, which is difficult to meet the individual demands of specific users and then allows them to decide their anonymity. Thus, this paper proposes two novel user-oriented node selection algorithms that can effectively enhance the anonymity or reduce the communication delay over the I2P network. In order to choose proper nodes, we also investigate key factors to evaluate the nodes. Then, the basic node selection algorithm (BNSA) is proposed to group routing nodes and provide high-performance node candidates. Based on BNSA, the geographic-diversity-oriented node selection algorithm (GDNSA) and the communication-delay-oriented node selection algorithm (CDNSA) are proposed. These can improve the anonymity or communication performance of the I2P network. The GDNSA increases the attack difficulty by establishing tunnels that span multiple regions. In the meantime, the CDNSA reduces the communication delay of the tunnel by selecting the next hop node with the lowest communication delay. Finally, the mathematical analysis and experimental results show that the GDNSA has good resistance to collusion attacks, and the CDNSA reduces the communication delay in spite of weakening a little anonymity.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the Internet facilitates our lives, it also brings serious concerns to personal privacy when the traffic goes across the network, such as web browsing, email and instant messaging. Attackers can sniffer the packets to identify communication relationships, which threatens personal privacy. Therefore, anonymous communication technology has become an ideal way to protect the communication security. The purpose of the anonymous communication is to hide confidential information of each end user, including the identity as well as the content, and avoid being observed and discovered by third parties. However, regarding anonymous communication systems, anonymity and communication efficiency have always been a trade-off. In general, the better anonymity the system has, the worse the communication efficiency will be. That is because anonymity enhancement is often accompanied by the complexity of the communication process, which will also result in a decrease in communication efficiency. Therefore, how to meet the individual demands of different users has become a hot topic in anonymous communication systems.
As one of the most popular anonymous communication systems, I2P provides strong anonymity through its complex encryption and communication schemes. However, I2P does not consider the users' preferences, which is difficult to meet individual demands of specific users and then allow them to decide their anonymity. In this paper, we propose two user-oriented node selection algorithms that can optimize the existing I2P. First, the Basic Node Selection Algorithm (BNSA) is proposed to classify tunnel nodes, which does not trust performance information provided by other nodes. BNSA evaluates all nodes through active measurement and obtains the high-performance ones. Second, to achieve better anonymity, the Geographic-diversityoriented Node Selection Algorithm (GDNSA) tries to determine high-performance tunnel nodes from as many regions as possible. Since it is difficult for attackers to deploy a large number of high-performance nodes in multiple regions, GDNSA has good resistance to collusion attacks. Third, the Communication-delay-oriented Node Selection Algorithm (CDNSA) is proposed to get better communication efficiency, which chooses the node with the lowest delay each time as the next tunnel node and reduces the communication delay of the entire tunnel.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) A basic node selection algorithm is proposed to classify tunnel nodes, which can evaluate the nodes through active measurement and provide high-performance node candidates. 2) To enhance the anonymity, we propose a node selection algorithm based on geographic diversity to determine high-performance tunnel nodes from as many regions as possible, which increases the difficulty of collusion attacks. 3) To achieve better communication efficiency, we propose a node selection algorithm based on communication delay to determine the node with the lowest delay at each hop. This can reduce the overall communication delay of the tunnel.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the background and summarizes the related work. Section III describes the proposed node selection algorithms. Section IV evaluates the effectiveness of our solution. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK A. I2P NETWORK
The existing anonymous networks mainly built on the rerouting scheme, such as Tor [1] , Tarzan [2] , I2P [3] , Crowds [4] , etc., where the packets go through multiple anonymous nodes over the network. Each node modifies, fills, and forwards data packets, so that the messages pass through several nodes from the sender to the receiver, thereby realizing the protection of the identities and communication relationship.
I2P [3] is a low-latency anonymous communication network based on P2P networks and key management technologies [5] - [7] , which originates from the Invisible Internet Project (IIP) [8] . I2P can integrate a wide range of applications, such as anonymous web hosting, web browsing, file sharing, and email. Meanwhile, the concerns on I2P also arise all over the world, especially for governments, because it can provide anonymity and prevent traffic analysis by encrypting and distributing communications. This has become a part of dark web where many illegal activities spring up.
I2P has four notable features, including garlic routing, address book, tunnel and network database. Garlic routing [9] is a variant of onion routing technology. Compared with the onion routing, the main difference is that garlic routing can encapsulate multiple messages in an encrypted data packet. The encrypted data packet is called ''garlic'', and the inside message is called ''clove''. The address book functionally refers to a mapping similar to DNS, which bridges the domain name of an anonymous application and the identity of the application provider. When each user joins the system, he will generate a 512-byte base64-encoded key called destination, which is the unique identifier for the user. If a user A provides an anonymous application, a domain name with the format xxx.i2p will be generated. Then, the record a.i2p=destination_A will be added to the address book, where a.i2p is the domain name and destination_A is the user A's destination. When other users want to use the anonymous application provided by user A, they can access a.i2p directly in the browser.
A tunnel is a unidirectional rerouting path of the I2P network. Accordingly, the tunnels can be divided into inbound and outbound ones depending on the transmission direction. As shown in Figure 1 , an inbound tunnel is responsible for receiving messages while an outbound tunnel is responsible for sending messages. In one tunnel, the first hop node is called the gateway, and the last hop node is called the endpoint. Other nodes are called the participant nodes. Each tunnel is valid for 10 minutes. When a tunnel expires, the routing node needs to re-create a new tunnel. The length of a tunnel is determined by two non-negative numbers x and y specified by a user. The system generates a random number r ∈ [−y, y] and the length of the tunnel is max(x + r, 0).
Network Database, also known as NetDB, is built on top of Kademlia [10] , which stores two kinds of information: RouterInfos and LeaseSets. The RouterInfos contains key information required for the communication between routing nodes, including the public key and the address of the routing node. The LeaseSets consists of multiple lease information where each lease information contains gateway information to a destination, that is, the gateway information of an anonymous user's inbound tunnel, including the address of inbound tunnel gateway, tunnel expiration time, and Tunnel ID, etc.
To anonymize messages, every node has a I2P router, which has many inbound and outbound tunnels. A message will go from one node's outbound tunnel to another node's inbound tunnel, and finally arrive at the destination. When A wants to communicate with B, A needs to request B's lease set from Network Database. After obtaining B's lease information, A sends the messages through its own outbound tunnel to the gateway of B's inbound tunnel, which transmits the messages along the inbound tunnel to B. Then, B can send back the response messages to A in a similar manner.
B. RELATED WORK
There are many existing efforts to enhance the efficiency and security of anonymous networks. The work in [11] summarizes the overall structure and core technologies of Tor and I2P, and compares their node selection strategies, performance and scalability. The study in [12] also presents a detailed and comprehensive comparison between Tor and I2P. HORNET [13] is a low-latency onion routing system that builds the high-speed end-to-end anonymous channels by leveraging next-generation network architectures. Using the random walk theory and crypto-types, the work in [14] achieves multimodal behaviors to enhance the privacy of anonymous networks. The study in [15] implements a large-scale monitoring architecture for I2P networks, which deploys monitoring nodes in the I2P network database to collect query requests. The analysis results show that most of the I2P communication traffic comes from file sharing, followed by web browsing. It also evaluates the geographic location distribution and network activity of nodes, which proves that the group-based node division is feasible. EFTAN [16] is an improved model for Tor to promote the efficiency, security and anonymity, which divides the circuits into two parts to make sure that all nodes cannot know the identity of communication participants. Hydra [17] divides the existing useable nodes into relay groups, and then selects them randomly by using automatic algorithms. The work in [18] leverages a combination of node conditions (bandwidth and uptime of relays) and path condition (delays between the relays) to improve Tor's performance and security. TorPolice [19] performs privacy-preserving access control, which makes abuseplagued service providers enforce access rules to enable the global access control for relays. The study in [20] evaluates I2P's design choices against performance and security, and compares it with non-anonymous peer-to-peer network. The work in [21] improves the speed of client browsing by selecting the path based on the bandwidth in the consensus file according to the customer's needs. Furthermore, Sybilhunter [22] has developed to detect Sybil relays in Tor based on their appearance and behavior. The study in [23] uses two exit relay scanners to discover either misconfigured or outright malicious relays in Tor. The work in [24] gives an analysis of family misconfiguration in Tor networks as well as the corresponding methods that discover and correct them.
On the other hand, many existing attacks can threaten anonymous communication systems [25] . Attackers can perform external attacks by monitoring from outside, and also leverage some internal nodes to attack anonymous networks. In anonymous communication systems based on rerouting, collusion attack is one of the most common attacks. The attackers, as well as malicious nodes, exchange relevant communication information by controlling multiple nodes on the rerouting path to infer a user's identity. The work in [4] proves that when the proportion of malicious nodes exceeds a certain threshold, the anonymity will be broken. The study in [26] introduces an attack that can determine the identity of an anonymous web service provider (Eepsite) in the I2P network. The attacker first estimates the set of nodes that Eepsite creates the tunnel, and then performs a DoS attack on these nodes. Thus, the malicious nodes controlled by the attacker replace these nodes to participate in the Eepsite tunnel creation, and finally the attacker can make some simple measurements to determine the identity of Eepsite. A DoS attack is also used to reduce the performance of normal nodes [27] , thereby increasing the probability that the malicious nodes controlled by the attacker are selected to determine the identity of the anonymous service provider. Besides, the attacker can determine the identity of the sender and the receiver by observing the synchronization pattern of communication messages. The longer the attacker observes the synchronous communication, the more likely the communication nodes are to be associated. Flow marking attacks [28] control the ingress and egress nodes in the anonymous communication system, which can recognize the communication relationship between hosts by tracking such artificial marks. Our paper is also related to other security problems [29] - [31] .
III. USER-ORIENTED NODE SELECTION ALGORITHMS
Essentially, the anonymity and communication delay mainly depend on the path length and node selection of the rerouting. Node selection is the process of determining which routing nodes in the network to deliver messages. The node selection algorithms provide standards and rules for relay nodes selection in the rerouting path. Different node selection algorithms will result in the differences of anonymity and communication delay.
In this section we first present the Basic Node Selection Algorithm (BNSA), which is based on the I2P original node selection algorithm. Based on BNSA, two node selection algorithms are proposed to enhance the anonymity or reduce the communication delay respectively, i.e., Geographicdiversity-oriented Node Selection Algorithm (GDNSA) and Communication-delay-oriented Node Selection Algorithm (CDNSA). Finally, we give the theoretical analysis on anonymous security of GDNSA and CDNSA.
A. BASIC NODE SELECTION ALGORITHM
The tunnel node selection algorithm of the I2P network works in source route mode, that is, the sender is responsible for selecting tunnel nodes and creating a tunnel. Unlike other anonymous communication networks, routing nodes in I2P do not trust performance information provided by other routing nodes, because 'lazy' nodes may claim lower performance for free-riding or malicious ones may claim higher performance to increase the probability of joining a target tunnel deliberately. To this end, the routing nodes in I2P actively measure the performance of other routing nodes, such as bandwidth, tunnel creation success rate, workload and reachability. Meanwhile node evaluation continuously updates the status in real time, including the time how long a routing node responds to the query, the number of tunnel failures that a routing node participates, and the last communication time of a routing node.
In this paper, we still refer to a tunnel as the rerouting path, and tunnel nodes are selected according to node evaluation. However, the existing node evaluation mainly depends on two factors: capacity and speed. Therefore, in order to represent the comprehensive performance of routing nodes, we introduce several new evaluation factors to propose our BNSA.
1) NODE EVALUATION FACTORS
The node evaluation factors in BNSA include capacity, bandwidth, online time, reachability and delay.
a: CAPACITY
Capacity refers to the number of successful tunnels established with a routing node over a period of time proposed in [3] . Due to the operational overhead of a tunnel creation, it is necessary to evaluate routing nodes according to the willingness of responding to tunnel requests. Since there is limitation on bandwidth, CPU usage and the number of participating tunnels, routing nodes sometimes may reject or drop tunnel requests.
The capacity calculation is to estimate the number of tunnels that a routing node agrees to participate in the next hour through historical statistical information. The weight of historical statistical information decreases over time. The time interval for the evaluation is 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour and 1 day. The evaluation equation proposed in [3] is:
where R is the weighted evaluation, and r(t) represents the statistical information of the routing node participating in the tunnel at the most recent t time.
Since the overhead of tunnel creation is high, it is reasonable that the number of rejectors, non-respondors and failures should be considered. Therefore, the final formula for calculating r(t) is:
where accepts represents the times that a routing node agrees to the participation of the tunnels, rejects represents the times that a routing node refuses to participate in the tunnels, timeouts represents the times that a routing node does not respond to participate in the tunnels, and failures represents the times that a routing node agrees to participate in the tunnels but tunnel testing has failed.
b: BANDWIDTH
Bandwidth is defined as a weighted result of a node's speeds in different time periods. A routing node counts the sent and received bytes in a tunnel created by itself in one minute as the speed of each participating node in the tunnel, and a tunnel node bandwidth in one minute is the average speed of all tunnels that it participates in, which is the basis of bandwidth estimator proposed in BNSA. The calculation formula is:
where B represents the weighted bandwidth, and b(t) represents the average of three maximum bandwidths in the most recent t time.
c: ONLINE TIME
Online time refers to the time how long a node is online. We believe that the longer the node is online, the more likely it is to remain online. If a node is offline during a test, the online time will be reset to 0. The calculation formula is:
where T is the score of the online time, ot is a node's online time, and rt is the system execution time.
d: REACHABILITY AND DELAY
Delay is measured every 10 minutes to determine whether the measured nodes are online or not. Obviously, the lower the delay is, the higher the node scores. Reachability is the requirement of a node selection, which means the connected routing nodes have the qualification to be selected in the process of establishing a tunnel. Delay will serve as a key reference for CDNSA.
2) BNSA DESIGN
BNSA divides the routing nodes into three groups, namely, Reachable Group (RG), High-Reliable Group (HRG), and High-Performance Group (HPG). HPG is a subset of HRG, and HRG is a subset of RG. In BNSA, all of the routing nodes are divided into different groups in each polling based on the evaluation factors such as capacity, bandwidth, online time. Specifically, we first initiate these three groups and then test the reachability of these nodes. All of the reachable nodes are added into the RG. After that, the reliability of each node in the RG is scored according to its capacity and online time.
The nodes with high scores beyond the average score, are inserted into the HRG. In the HRG, every node's performance score is calculated according to its bandwidth, and the nodes with high scores beyond the average score are put into the HPG. Finally, HPG will be the basis of the GDNSA and CDNSA. 19: if Performance[node] > avePerformance then 20: HPG.add(node) 21 : if HPG.length < MinPerf then 22: insert MinPerf -HPG.length more nodes into HPG 23: if HPG.length > MaxPerf then 24: pop HPG.length -MaxPerf nodes from HPG 25 : return HPG As shown in Algorithm 1, the input is the set of all known routing nodes AN, and the output is the HPG. BNSA has three steps:
Step 1. Test the reachability of all routing nodes in the AN and add the reachable ones into the RG.
Step 2. Calculate the reliability score of each routing node in the RG. The reliability score is a comprehensive score of capacity and online time. The reliability of a routing node is calculated as follows:
where Rely represents a reliability score, R represents the capacity score, T represents an online time score, and k is a constant coefficient to adjust online time score, which is between 0 and 10. By default, k = 1. Then, we calculate the average reliability score AveRely in the RG as a threshold, beyond which the routing nodes with the reliability scores can be inserted into the HRG. We also use MinRely and MaxRely to indicate the lower and upper bounds of the number of HRG nodes respectively. If the number of routing nodes in the HRG is less than MinRely, more routing nodes with descending reliability scores will be selected into the HRG. If the number of routing nodes in the HRG is greater than MaxRely, only the MaxRely highest reliability routing nodes will be selected into the HRG.
Step 3. Calculate the performance score of each routing node in the HRG, that is, the bandwidth score, and obtain the average performance score AvePerformance. Then, the routing nodes in the HRG whose performance scores are beyond AvePerformance will be added into the HPG. Similarly, we also use MinPerf and MaxPerf to represent the lower and upper bounds of the number of HPG nodes respectively. If the number of routing nodes in the HPG is less than MinPerf , more routing nodes with descending performance scores will be selected into the HPG. If the number of routing nodes in the HPG is greater than MaxPerf , only the MaxPerf best performance routing nodes will be selected into the HPG.
B. GEOGRAPHIC-DIVERSITY-ORIENTED NODE SELECTION ALGORITHM
We refer to the routing nodes controlled by the attackers as the malicious ones. The malicious nodes not only could refuse to serve, but also can collect user information by conspiring with other malicious ones. If a tunnel has many malicious nodes, it is difficult to guarantee communication anonymity and system performance. In order to fight against such an attack on I2P, some approach increases the length of a tunnel to reduce the proportion of malicious nodes in the tunnel. However, a long tunnel will cause a significant increase in communication delay, because the encryption and decryption of data packets require high overhead. Some method tries to increase the size of the anonymous network to reduce the proportion of malicious nodes. But it requires a large number of trusted nodes, which is difficult to implement. Because there are more routing nodes in developed countries, such as Europe and the United States, it is likely that multiple nodes in the tunnel are located in the same region using a traditional node selection algorithm. The attackers can easily deploy their high-performance malicious nodes without a high cost to crack communication anonymous. To this end, we propose the GDNSA in this paper, which can increase attack cost by selecting routing nodes in different regions to create a tunnel.
GDNSA is an optimized node selection algorithm based on BNSA. As shown in Algorithm 2, the input is the HPG and tunnel length L. The output is routing node queue TN, containing L − 1 routing nodes that participate in the tunnel. GDNSA first initializes the TN to an empty queue and divides the routing nodes in the HPG into n groups according to different regions. Then, it randomly arranges the n groups to obtain the regions queue AQ=<A 1 , A 2 ,. . . , A n >. After that, it performs L − 1 routing node selection. In the kth selection, the first element A i in the AQ is selected. If A i is not empty, a routing node N k is randomly selected from A i to append to the TN tail. Then, N k is removed from A i and A i is moved to the tail of AQ. At this time, AQ = <A i+1 ,. . . , A n , A 1 ,. . . , CDNSA is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The input is the HPG and tunnel length L. The output is the routing node queue TN formed by L − 1 routing nodes. First, we initialize TN to an empty queue and select the lowest delay L − 1 nodes in the HPG to form LDS 0 . Then, we randomly select a routing node N 1 and add it into TN. At this time, TN = <N 1 >. After that, N 1 also uses L −1 nodes with the lowest delay in its HPG to form LDS 1 , and randomly adds an unused routing node N 2 from the LDS 1 to TN. At this time, TN=<N 1 , N 2 >. CDNSA iterates continuously until TN=<N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N L−1 > is generated.
D. ANONYMITY SECURITY ANALYSIS 1) SECURITY ANALYSIS OF GDNSA ANONYMITY
In this section, we mainly analyze the security of GDNSA for collusion attacks. The system anonymity will be seriously threatened if the majority or all of the routing nodes are malicious ones.
Assume that the total number of HPG is N , where the total number of malicious nodes is M , satisfying M ≤ N . The number of regions is G, and the length of the tunnel is L, which satisfies G < N and L ≥ 2. It is assumed that N routing nodes are evenly distributed among G regions, that is, each region contains N /G routing nodes. A 0 indicates the probability that the anonymity is cracked where the tunnel is constructed by random node selection algorithm without region division:
A 1 indicates the probability that the anonymity is cracked where the tunnel is constructed by GDNSA when M malicious nodes are evenly distributed among G regions:
A i (i > 1) indicates the probability that the anonymity is cracked where the tunnel is constructed by GDNSA when M malicious nodes are evenly distributed in G i regions:
We assume that in HPG the number of routing nodes N = 10000, the number of regions G = 20, the numbers of malicious nodes M are 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000 respectively. When the tunnel length L is 3, 5, 7, the anonymity crack probabilities A i are shown in Table 1 . Figure 2 compares the anonymity of the tunnels constructed by random node selection algorithm and GDNSA respectively when malicious nodes are distributed randomly in G and G/2 regions, which indicates: VOLUME 6, 2018 • The higher the proportion of malicious nodes is, the higher the probability of anonymity is cracked.
• The longer the length of the tunnel is, the lower the probability of anonymity is cracked.
• With the same length, the tunnel constructed by GDNSA is more secure than the tunnel constructed by random node selection algorithm. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the anonymous security in a tunnel with a length 7 constructed by GDNSA with different distributions of malicious nodes. It can conclude that the fewer regions malicious nodes are distributed, the smaller the probability of the anonymity is cracked, and the higher the anonymity security will be. Because it is difficult for an attacker to deploy malicious nodes in multiple locations at the same time, GDNSA increases the difficulty of collusion attacks and enhances the security of the system.
2) SECURITY ANALYSIS OF CDNSA ANONYMITY
According to CDNSA, the first-hop node is selected from its own HPG. From the second hop, the node selection is determined by the participants in the tunnel. If the first node is a malicious one, it can control the entire tunnel by providing another malicious node. Therefore, CDNSA anonymity mainly relies on node selection in the first hop.
Suppose that there are N routing nodes in the HPG where the number of malicious nodes is M and tunnel length is L. The probability H i that the tunnel selects the L − 1 lowest delay nodes including i malicious nodes in the HPG is:
The probability of first hop is a malicious node: Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between CDNSA and random node selection algorithm, which implies:
• Compared with random node selection algorithm, CDNSA is more likely to be cracked with worse anonymity.
• CDNSA anonymity is merely related to the proportion of malicious nodes, regardless of tunnel length. The higher the proportion of malicious nodes is, the higher probability the first hop will be a malicious node. It can conclude that CDNSA reduces communication delay with a certain loss of anonymity, so CDNSA is suitable for the users who care about communication delay more than anonymity. 
IV. EVALUATION
We use NS-3 to simulate an anonymous communication system. The nodes in different regions are tagged by their region number. If the difference between two region numbers is 1, it is assumed that these two regions are adjacent. The delay between two regions is proportional to the difference between two region numbers. For example, the communication delay between two regions a and b is T × |a − b| where T is a positive integer constant, indicating the basic communication delay between adjacent regions. Communication delay between the nodes in the same area T is is a random positive integer between 1 and T , so T is = Random(1, T ). The communication delay T os of the nodes in different regions is the sum of the communication delay between two regions and the intra-region communication delay, which formula is T os = T × |a − b| + T is .
A. BNSA EFFECTIVENESS
In order to evaluate BNSA's effectiveness, we investigate the proportion of malicious nodes in the HPG selected by BNSA. In the test, the number of routing nodes in the system is 1000, the number of malicious nodes is 200, the upper and lower bounds of the number of the nodes in the HRG are 300 and 200 respectively, and the upper and lower bounds of the number of the nodes in the HPG are 200 and 100 respectively. According to the behaviors of malicious nodes, we divide malicious nodes into four classes:
• Class A: malicious nodes directly discard tunnel creation requests.
• Class B: malicious nodes agree to the first 50 tunnel requests, but discard the next 50 tunnel requests.
• Class C: malicious nodes agree to all tunnel requests and normally serve at the first 50 times, but they discard the data of the sender at the next 50 times.
• Class D: malicious nodes behave the same as normal nodes.
Besides, the bandwidth of a malicious node is two times higher than that of a normal node. The tunnel creator selects nodes randomly in the HPG to create a tunnel. We evaluate these four types of malicious nodes separately, and the results are shown in Figure 5 , which indicates:
• Because Class A malicious nodes always refuse the requests of tunnel creation, their capacity scores are lower, and the proportion of malicious nodes in the HPG gradually decreases.
• Since Class B malicious nodes agree to the tunnel requests and their bandwidth performances are high during the first 50 tunnel creation processes, the proportion of malicious nodes in the HPG increases at the beginning. However, since they refuse to participate in other tunnels after the first 50 tunnels, the capacity scores gradually decrease. Therefore, it becomes more difficult to join the HPG, and the proportion in the HPG will decrease finally.
• Class C malicious nodes are similar to Class B. The first 50 tunnels make the proportion of malicious nodes increase, but after that, the proportion decreases. Because the penalty for tunnel testing failure is higher than the rejection, the proportion of Class C malicious nodes in the HPG decreases significantly faster than that of Class B malicious nodes.
• Class D malicious nodes behave the same way as normal nodes, and their bandwidth is higher than normal ones. With the increase of the tunnels to be created, the proportion of Class D malicious nodes in the HPG continues to increase. It is concluded that BNSA has good resilience against Class A/B/C malicious nodes, but it cannot handle the Class D malicious nodes, which can break system anonymity through collusion attacks. According to the analysis in the previous section, GDNSA can fight against collusion attacks because it is difficult and costly for an attacker to deploy malicious nodes in multiple regions.
B. COMMUNICATION DELAY
In order to evaluate the communication delay, we investigate the one-way communication delay with GDNSA, CDNSA and random node selection algorithm respectively with different region divisions. In the experiment, the number of routing nodes is 1000, each node agrees to the tunnel requests with a probability of 50% and the basic delay between adjacent regions is 5 seconds. When the number of region divisions is 10, 15 and 20, the average one-way communication delay for creating 100 tunnels with the length 4 is as shown in Figure 6 . Since CDNSA selects the nodes with the lowest delay, the overall delay of the tunnels created by CDNSA is much smaller than other algorithms. Because the nodes selected by GDNSA are located in different regions, these tunnels have the highest one-way communication delay. The more regions are involved in, the higher the average one-way communication delay is. The random node selection algorithm cannot guarantee the lowest communication delay, and there is no need to ensure that the nodes come from different regions. Therefore, its average one-way communication delay of the tunnel is between CDNSA and GDNSA.
V. CONCLUSION
Considering the differentiated requirements of individual users to decide their own anonymity using an anonymous communication system, this paper investigates the node selection algorithms in I2P system. We propose several user-oriented node selection algorithms, i.e., Basic Node Selection Algorithm, Geographic-diversity-oriented Node Selection Algorithm and Communication-delay-oriented Node Selection Algorithm, which enable users to create the corresponding tunnels according to their own preferences. The theoretical analysis and experimental results prove the effectiveness of our node selection algorithms, which can enhance system anonymity or reduce communication delay, respectively. In the future, we will investigate the misbehaviors of I2P nodes that may be compromised. Differentiating them from normal nodes can help provide better node candidates and enhance the anonymity.
